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Retail experience in my mental bag of holding I know a lot about visual 
merchandising, inventory control, and customer service. My schooling exhibits my 
passion for art & design and generally being creative. In my down time I'm also a 
geek/nerd with a strong love of film, books, cooking and crafting. I'm looking to 
transition out of retail and into a more professional environment with growth 
potential; some place where my organization, creativity, and project-oriented skills 
can benefit the team and where I can expand my own skills and knowledge.

EXPERIENCE

Bookseller/Cashier Supervisor
Barnes & Noble - JANUARY 2000 – 2019

 Responsibilities Shelving inventory.
 Visual Merchandising - display creation, change-over and 

maintenance per company standards.
 Organization, maintenance and recovery of specific departments 

according to company visual merchandising standards.
 Customer service on sales floor - welcoming to the store, directing to 

specific sections, answering questions, use of Book Master software to
search for and locate specific titles within the store, facilitate point-of-
sale.

 Guest and store order processing.
 Receiving and sorting of inventory.
 Inventory cycle counts.

Bookseller 
Barnes & Noble - 1997 – 2000

 Responsibilities Whether I am operating a cash register, answering 
the phone at the customer service desk, cleaning up the book floor or
assisting customers in the music department there are a variety of 
tasks to accomplish

 Often I have to juggle several of the aforementioned duties 
simultaneously, sometimes answering three phone calls one after the 
other while filling out an electronic order form for a customer and 
silently letting a person in line know that I will be with them 
momentarily, all with a smile

 Sometimes it is my job to complete projects which involve tracking 
down specific merchandise and setting up displays based on 
predetermined plans, once again, while managing customer requests 
and maintaining a polite, approachable demeanor

 Accomplishments I have managed to hold two jobs simultaneously 
and successfully, communicating with and working around dozens of 
other peoples schedules
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 Skills Used I have developed excellent interpersonal communication 
skills, specifically an ability to &quot;feel a person out&quot; based 
on short conversations and lead them to merchandise which I think 
they may like

 I have also proven time and time again my ability to successfully 
manage several tasks simultaneously without giving in to stress or 
pressure

 I work very well with all of my colleagues and have made a point to 
let the management know that they can call me if a shift needs to be 
covered.

EDUCATION

 Graphic Design - 2012(Rasmussen College - Bloomington, MN)

SKILLS

Customer Service, Visual Merchandising, Inventory Organization, Adobe Photoshop.
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